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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Master the art of digital forensics and analysis with
Python About This Book * Learn to perform forensic analysis and investigations with the help of
Python, and gain an advanced understanding of the various Python libraries and frameworks *
Analyze Python scripts to extract metadata and investigate forensic artifacts * The writers, Dr.
Michael Spreitzenbarth and Dr. Johann Uhrmann, have used their experience to craft this hands-on
guide to using Python for forensic analysis and investigations Who This Book Is For If you are a
network security professional or forensics analyst who wants to gain a deeper understanding of
performing forensic analysis with Python, then this book is for you. Some Python experience would
be helpful. What You Will Learn * Explore the forensic analysis of different platforms such as
Windows, Android, and vSphere * Semi-automatically reconstruct major parts of the system activity
and time-line * Leverage Python ctypes for protocol decoding * Examine artifacts from mobile,
Skype, and browsers * Discover how to utilize Python to improve the focus of your analysis *
Investigate in volatile memory with the...
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Reviews
This book is really gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
-- Delber t Glea son
Certainly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of the book. I am just easily will get a
delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Lelia Heidenr eich
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